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At the end of the working week and over the weekend, as in the 
past few years, an extremely large number of works were created, 
including a new TV newspaper, a shop in Bonn and New York, and 
one in Washington D.C. 

Photo below: our Langenthal III team is standing and everyone got a license in the online portal. We 
are the only ones with three print shop licenses (possibly in the whole world regarding shop work, 
this for a month) grew so fast 
 

 

Factory 2 up. 

The whole of Factory 1 was completely forgotten by the cross-industry destruction – skills of mine, a 
huge area in which I was just so excited to be interested, along with the specialist training. 

The federal government knocked me out with the federal sports club with the federal poles on the 
KAWEDE in the hospitals. However, a local problem with the local Gazetteer Chief Clans was to end 
my fate altogether. Now, epochally, people have been hit again and again with sticks of the KAWEDE 
type, smashed and most recently five death threats last year just before November 2021, which I had 
been aiming for for so long, when even German companies approved the a4web.de rocket launch, 

 



and later the St. Gallen Federal Administrative Court too and then the worldwide OK at ige.ch from 
February to May. 

The Swiss championships will start in July 2022 and my physical condition is good at the moment. 
Building up in a few weeks. 

Also today, Sunday, July 18th, 2022, the street gangs were muttering to me through the cracks that 
my father was to be killed by the officials on this bumpy Oberhardstrasse. Where they come from, or 
where they come from parking on this side of the street - I don't know. 

 

  


